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Entech continues to expand with the opening of a new
technology centre in Angers

 A 4th location in France (after Quimper, Lyon and Vannes)
 The Pays de la Loire region: a strategic location for existing and future projects
 An attractive and dynamic employment and training area
 10 new employees in 2023

Quimper, 30 March 2023 – Entech (FR0014004362 - ALESE), the technology company specialised in
smart renewable energy storage and management, announces the opening of its new technology
centre in Angers. Based at the Technocampus Electronique & IoT in Verrières-en-Anjou in the Angers
metropolis, this is Entech's fourth location, designed to support photovoltaic and battery projects
throughout their lifecycle in the Pays de la Loire region and beyond.

The team at the new centre will work on electrotechnical and mechanical design studies and the
management of photovoltaic and battery storage projects. These premises will serve as a base for the
site teams who will carry out the work management, electrical installations and commissioning of the
systems. The aim is to be as close as possible to the installations in order to provide a better local
service.

For Christopher Franquet, Founder and CEO of Entech : “The new technology centre in Angers, a leading
centre for 4.0 electronics in the west of France, strengthens Entech's geographical footprint to promote
both our development and the recruitment of new talent. The choice of the Technocampus, a place where
industry and research converge, allows us to deploy quickly and efficiently. This is a new step that heralds
other deployments in the region".
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With a total surface area of 650 sq m, including 500 sq m of storage and site preparation space, the
facility was opened on 3 February 2023 and already has 3 employees. The aim is to increase the number
of employees to 10 by the end of 2023 and twice as many within two years.

About Entech

Faced with the technological challenges posed by the strong growth of new energies within the energy mix,
Entech enables the massive integration of renewable energies and access to energy thanks to storage and
electrical conversion solutions controlled by intelligent software systems.

Builder of the new energies, Entech develops, builds and operates production plants and storage systems -
batteries or hydrogen – on-grid or off-grid. Founded in Quimper in 2016, Entech has already completed more than
250 projects worldwide and today employs 135 people.

Selected in 2021 by “La French Tech” in its Green20 programme and recognised by numerous awards for its
capacity to innovate in supporting the energy transition, Entech is committed to acting on a daily basis as a
responsible company, not only from an environmental point of view but also from a social and societal one.

For more information: https://entech-se.com/
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